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Responses requested from candidates for questions submitted for MCCA All-Candidates Meeting, October 4, 2018 
 
Below are some questions for candidates the MCCA board selected to ask ahead of our meeting date. We wish to make the questions and answers available to 
residents in time for our meeting, so ask if you could kindly respond by the end of day Sunday, Sept. 30. 
 
Please note we do not expect lengthy answers. There will be opportunities to elaborate further if residents/stakeholders wish to hear more, and there will be "open 
mic" time at our meeting. 
 
*********************************** 
Also, please note, we are attaching a separate document: 
For reference: additional questions 
Residents have shown a great deal of interest, and we received some excellent questions but could not reasonably incorporate all into our template for candidates. 
These questions are important to people and we are therefore making them available for candidates and residents, and some of them may come up during ours or other 
meetings. 
*********************************** 
Selected questions 
 
Questions for candidates Response here (please type) 
For mayor candidates:  If elected, what is your first priority? 
 

First step is always to sit down as a group with Council to discuss the 
priorities – many things emerge during campaign that need to be 
considered and the various platforms of the candidates.  
My personal priority for the next term is to get the Moody Centre TOD area 
planned and started on redevelopment that includes bringing employment, 
commercial services (grocery, etc) to the area, and a mix of housing 
including rentals/affordable rentals and housing for specific demographics 
(students/seniors) close to transit. 
 
Continuing the work in progress for:   
Inlet soccer field, Kyle Centre, Library update 
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Public lands 
Do you support the sale of the former fire hall and public works yard lands? Why/why 
not? 
 

At this time, based on the outcome of the city RFP on the lands, I do not 
support the sale of the lands.   

It will be up to Council now to develop a plan to move forward for the use 
of the lands that meets the needs/wants of the community – including 
provision of City amenities (Library) and community amenities (Seniors 
facility and Housing, affordable housing).  That will all rely on funding and 
partnerships. 

I do NOT support doing nothing with these lands which are important in the 
completion of the Inlet Centre neighbourhood and are very high valued.  
Council, as steward of the taxpayer assets, needs to make sure every 
possibility is looked into an discussed.   

After strategic planning by Council this conversation should be brought 
back to the Advisory Committee to discuss and develop concepts. 

 
Financial 
Budget and taxes: do we focus more on needs than wants? How do we define the 
difference? How do we prioritize wants? For reference only, the following points are 
listed on the city website as background for the public opinion (referendum) question. 

One persons wants are anothers needs. 

Taxes have risen more in the last term than I would have liked, partly 
because of the closure of Burrard Thermal and partly because Council is 
responding to the desires of residents (“I will pay more for more or better 
services”)  

Providing housing I believe should and can be done through partnerships, 
city facilities such as works yard and community centres should be funded 
through taxes or VERY SPECIFIC partnerships (ie: the YMCA partnership 
with the City in Burquitlam is a great concept) 

Having a distinct process for funding priorities is important, allowing for 
emerging issues we should be setting the goals and priorities in the 
strategic plan and sticking to it ! 
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 purchase new park land 
 provide seniors’ housing 
 build a new sports field at Inlet Park 
 replace and expand Port Moody Public Library 
 require developers to provide affordable, below-market rental housing 
 reconstruct and expand Kyle Centre 
 relocate the existing Works Yard from Murray Street to Barnet Highway 
 provide other improvements, depending on community priorities 

 

Apart from selling public land, how can we finance public amenities?  As selling off land 
cannot be a sustainable strategy. 

The traditional idea of ‘selling of public land’ does not have to apply today. 
With air space parcels there is opportunity for the City to maintain 
ownership of the land but do an airspace sale or lease to use the ‘air’ 
above.  We had many people suggest this for a library and the firehall and 
this should be thoroughly investigated.  As noted above, housing projects 
have opportunities for partnerships with BC Housing, Federal and 
Provincial government, and other 3rd partys (Vancity, etc), but these are 
not ‘public amenities’ . 
We should also always consider opportunities to acquire new land for the 
City in strategic areas and to leverage existing city owned lands for 
maximum value. 

  
Civic facilities and infrastucture 
Please note: Many Moody Centre residents are interested in specifics on amenities and 
services in Moody Centre, e.g., Kyle Centre, possible amenity relocation (see "For 
reference: additional questions"). 

 

What civic facilities are most in need of attention, not counting facilities currently under 
repair? This could be buildings/spaces, parks, or other. 

City works yard needs to be relocated as it is not capable of being 
accommodated on the current site. 

Kyle Centre needs a complete redesign and rebuild to provide the 
amenities that residents are looking for. 

Old Orchard park should be considered for expansion of the ‘active’ park 
space. 

Several neighbourhood ‘pocket parks’  - glenayre, college park, heritage 
mountain, moody centre – should be reviewed and updated to provide the 
type of amenity the neighbourhood needs (ie: Chip Kerr and Kyle park are 
not serving the needs of the local residents) 
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What infrastructure changes/improvements would you consider important or necessary 
in view of the current and expected population increases. 

Transportation / Traffic network improvements, but this needs to be done 
on a regional basis – despite having virtually no growth in the past 7 years, 
our traffic has worsened and this needs to be looked at not in isolation of 
what is actually happening, and we need to resist trying to ‘build our way 
out of congestion’ by adding lanes of highway that will ruin our city. 
See above, refresh/update of local neighbourhood parks. 
Working with school district on concept for shared space for parks, 
daycare and building space. 

How do we plan for community space for all ages including youth? Are there existing 
facilities that could be better incorporated?  For example, schools? Could we enhance 
the partnership between the City and SD43 with for example daycare spaces or 
partnerships in building and operating sports fields? 

Yes, the school district is now showing interest in joint facility use and we 
are seeing some improvements, like Moody middle.  The taxpayers expect 
these facilities are for everyones use, and we should maximize the 
availability. 
School sites are also good locations for daycares which are a priority for 
residents in the city.  
This work is currently underway and I will continue that with the good 
relationship with the school distric. 

  
Process  
Do you support more inclusive meeting minutes with more context? For example, in the 
past the official minutes included mention of people who submitted written comment, 
but they don't anymore, only mentioning people who spoke at the meeting(s). The 
minutes were also a bit more detailed. Would you support more context, and a list of 
written submissions with a hyperlink for anyone wishing to view the full written 
comments? 

As Mayor I have dramatically increased our open meeting and 
transparency process.  We have modified the Land use Committee to 
broaden the scope including discussing developments much earlier in the 
process, so it is not at the END of the process but closer to the beginning 
when meaningful change can be made. 
We have rearranged our agendas to take public input and delegations at 
our Committee of the Whole meetings and we have expanded those 
meetings to be much more extensive for increased discussion of the 
important issues.   
We have added live and archived video of all of our council, committee of 
the whole, cpac and finance committee meetings. 
We have substantially increased our web presence and are in the middle 
of a major upgrade to those system. 
We have introduced the Community advisory committee with over 200 
members to advise council on a higher level on the priorities and direction 
for the City.  This question is very specific to something that I think is not 
an issue that affects the public being aware of the content or context of our 
meetings. 
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Housing and affordability  
How do we encourage diverse housing types, including rentals, single-family, multi-
family, and affordable units? 

We zone for them and we make sure the developers know what it is we 
are looking for. We have had success in providing rentals of late around 
the skytrain stations, for the first purpose built rentals in decades.  We 
need to continue to provide affordable housing at the stations to help lower 
the overall cost of living for the residents able to live a ‘car free’ lifestyle 
using transit.  The density hubs are important to be recognized for what 
they are, and to protect against density sprawl into the single family zones. 
Also the new small lot zoning and laneway housing should be encouraged 
in areas like Moody Centre to provide sensitive infill and allow families to 
repurpose their large lots. 
Affordable (below market) units can be included in MOST developments 
and partnerships need to be developed with BC Housing and the province 
to make those available. These need protection as we have done recently 
with rental protection , tenant relocation and zoning policies to entrench the 
rental aspects (purpose built rentals will ALWAYS be needed!)    
We also need to ensure we are doing all we can on tax and fee breaks for 
affordable projects. 

  
Growth and planning  
Do you agree with the recent OCP amendment to increase maximum tower size from 
12 to 26 in the Moody Centre Skytrain area? 

The Moody Centre Skytrain hub should be medium to high density to allow 
affordability and maximize the advantage of the skytrain and wce line.  
This question is not actually correct – the former ocp policy on this area 
was:  
A variety of building heights is permitted to a maximum of 12 storeys.  
Lot consolidation into a minimum of one acre parcels is encouraged 
as a part of any rezoning.  Additional density and height allowances 
will be considered in exchange for community open space 
designations. 
Adding the 26 storey maximum in fact adds a maximum that never exited 
before and the other ideas around the green space and parcel 
consolidation are now embedded in the neighbourhood plan, including the 
inclusion of park space and daylighting of the creek through the middle of 
the block.  
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How can we attract more employers/employment to Port Moody for a more balanced 
city, and to diversify the tax base? 

Businesses will need the spaces that suit their needs. In the past we have 
overbuilt ground floor commercial/retail units of 1000-2000 sq feet 
underneath residential towers, many of which are empty and others that 
have very high turnover rates. We need the spaces to meet the needs, like 
the recent Onni office tower which is still struggling to reach full occupancy. 
Businesses also want to be near transit and have amenities and other 
businesses around them.   
The Moody Centre TOD has the opportunity to provide significant 
employment/business opportunities, on a skytrain line, and the planning 
moving forward needs to ensure that remains a priority. 
 

 


